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Information provided is for educational purposes and does not constitute financial product advice. You should
obtain independent advice from an Australian financial services licensee before making any financial decisions.
Although ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691 and its related bodies corporate (“ASX”) has made every effort to
ensure the accuracy of the information as at the date of publication, ASX does not give any warranty or
representation as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information. To the extent permitted by law,
ASX and its employees, officers and contractors shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising in any way
(including by way of negligence) from or in connection with any information provided or omitted or from any one
acting or refraining to act in reliance on this information.

© Copyright 2013 ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691. All rights reserved 2013.

All Ordinaries®, All Ords®, AllOrds®, ASX®, ASX100®, CHESS®, ITS® are registered trademarks of ASX Operations Pty
Limited ABN 42 004 523 782 ("ASXO").
ASX20™, ASX50™, ASX200™, ASX300™ are trade marks of ASXO.
S&P™ is a trademark of Standard and Poor’s, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies Inc.
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Topic 1: Why trade options?

Options appeal to a wide range of investors and traders, and allow you to construct strategies to suit any view of the
market - bullish, bearish or neutral.
You can use options to:





Get leveraged exposure to the share market
Buy time to decide - but lock in your purchase or sale price today
Protect your shares from a fall
Earn income

Leveraged exposure
Leverage (also called gearing) means you get a relatively large exposure for a relatively small cost. Options over
shares, for example, cost less than the shares themselves.
Small share price movements result in proportionally larger changes in the option price.
If the share price moves favourably, your percentage returns from an option are usually greater than the movement in
the share price. If the share price moves in the wrong direction, your losses will also be magnified.
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Time to decide
Buying an option buys you time. An option gives you the right:




either to buy or to sell shares
for a certain period of time, but
does not commit you to doing so.

You have until the end of the option's life to decide whether to go ahead with the share purchase or sale.
Even though you can defer your decision to buy or sell, you lock in your purchase or sale price at the time you buy the
option.

Protect your shares
You can use options to protect your shares from a fall in value.
One type of option (the 'put' option) gives you the right, for a certain period of time, to sell shares for a specified
price. No matter how low the share price falls during the life of the option, your shares are protected at that level.
If the share price rises, you don't have to sell your shares, and all you have lost is the cost of the option.
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Buying put options against shares you hold can be compared to buying insurance for your house or car.
This use of options is discussed in Module 7, 'Protect your shares'.

Earn income
Selling (writing) options is a way of generating income from your shares.
This strategy can be effective if you think a share is unlikely to move a long way from its current price for a period of
time.
When you sell an option, you are paid a premium by the option buyer. You can think of this premium as like an extra
dividend on your shares.
This use of options is discussed in Module 8, 'Earn income from your shares'.

Who do options suit?
Options appeal to investors who like to be closely involved with their investments, as they generally require a greater
commitment than shares.
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Many options strategies call for regular monitoring and decision-making, so they suit investors who take a 'hands-on'
approach.
Options are attractive to:




traders looking to profit from market movements
investors trying to limit their risk (hedgers)
investors seeking extra income.
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Topic 2: What is an option?

In the next topic we'll cover in more detail what is in an option, but first let's look at an example:
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
This option gives you:






the right, but not the obligation
to buy
1000 shares in company XYZ
for $10.00 per share
at any time up until the option expiry date in June.

For this option, you pay $0.42 per share i.e. $420 for the option.
Let's assume XYZ shares are currently trading at $10.00, and it is the start of May.
Why might you buy this option?
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
You would only buy this call option if you think the XYZ share price will rise over the option's life.
There are several reasons to buy an XYZ call.

Leverage
Ignoring all other factors, if XYZ shares go up, your percentage returns from the option are likely to be greater than
the rise in the share price. The higher the shares rise over the life of the option, the greater your profit will be.
(However, if the shares fall, you will lose some or all of the money you paid for the option.)
Limited risk
The most you can lose is what you paid for the option. In this case, you have $0.42 per share at risk - compared to
$10.00 if you bought XYZ shares.
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
Lock in purchase price for the shares
Buying the XYZ call locks in a purchase price of $10.00 per share for the life of the option.
No matter how high the share price rises before the expiry date in June, you have the right to pay $10.00 per share.
Regardless of how XYZ performs, you are under no obligation to buy the shares.
Time to decide
You have until the option's expiry date to decide whether to purchase XYZ shares.
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This gives you time to change your mind, or to raise funds to pay for the shares.

The pay-off diagram
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
A 'pay-off diagram' or 'profit and loss profile' is commonly used to illustrate the profit and loss potential for an option.
The diagram represents the pay-off for that option at expiry. It shows the profit or loss you would make for any given
share price at expiry.
Each option strategy has a unique pay-off diagram shape or profile. The profile for the bought call shows there is:



a maximum amount you can lose (the premium paid)
no limit to potential profits

The graphic opposite builds the bought call option's pay-off diagram step by step.
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Profits and losses
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
At expiry, how much you make or lose depends on the XYZ share price.
The higher the share price, the more money you make. Profits from buying a call are potentially unlimited.
To make a profit, the share price must rise enough to cover the cost of the option. In this case, the share price must be
above $10.42 for you to make money.
If the share price at expiry is below $10.42, you will lose money.
In the worst case, if the share price at expiry is below $10.00, your option will be worthless and you will lose $420
($0.42 per share).
You don't have to wait until expiry to take action. At any time up until the option expires, you can sell or exercise your
option (depending on the style of option).

Sell the option (in the market)
You can do this if the share price has gone up and you want to take profits, or if the share price has gone down and
you want to sell while the option is still worth something. This involves re-entering the market and selling an option
with the same terms. (More information on selling in Module 10.)
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Exercise the option
You can take up your right to buy XYZ shares at any time. It only makes sense to do this if XYZ is trading above $10.00.
Below $10.00 it is cheaper to buy on the sharemarket.
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Topic 3: Features of an option

There are certain features common to all options:







Underlying asset
Option type
Exercise price
Expiry
Exercise style
Premium

These are described in brief in the next few screens, and in detail in Module 2, 'What are options?'.

Underlying asset
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
An option gives you the right either to buy, or to sell, some other thing - this is the underlying asset of the option
contract (or simply, the 'underlying').
The underlying of the XYZ June $10.00 Call option is XYZ shares.
On ASX, options are traded over shares of certain ASX-listed companies, on Exchange Traded Funds and over three
share price indices.
The underlying asset of most ASX share options is 1000 shares in the relevant company.
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Option type
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
There are two types of option, call options and put options.
A call gives you the right, but not the obligation, to buy the underlying asset.
A put gives you the right, but not the obligation, to sell the underlying asset.
Exercise price
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
The exercise price (or strike price) is the price at which the underlying will change hands if you exercise the option.
The exercise price of the XYZ June $10.00 call option is $10.00. This is the amount you will pay per share, if you decide
to take up your right to buy XYZ shares.

Expiry
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42 All options have a limited life.
The expiry date is the last date you can exercise the option, and the last date it can be traded. At the end of the expiry
day, any unexercised options are cancelled.
© 2020 ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691 | Version 3 | March 2013
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Exercise style
An option is either American exercise or European exercise.
You can exercise an American style option at any time. A European style option may be exercised only on the expiry
date.
Stock options listed on ASX are usually American exercise, while index options are European exercise.
Note: All options may be sold at any time until expiry on market.

Premium
XYZ June $10.00 Call option @ $0.42
The premium is the price of the option, paid by the option buyer to the option seller.
It is determined by supply and demand. When the highest price bid meets the lowest price asked, the trade takes
place.
The premium of ASX stock options is expressed in cents per share. To work out the cost of one option contract,
multiply by the number of shares per contract (usually 1000).
So one XYZ June $10.00 call option @ $0.42 will cost the buyer $420.
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Topic 4: How are options different from shares?

Shares and options are both traded on ASX.
There are, however, some fundamental differences in the nature of the two instruments, the way they are traded, and
the interests of parties to a trade.
If you have only traded shares before, and are new to options, it is important to take some time to understand these
differences.

Ownership of an asset vs. a right to do something
A share represents ownership of a part of a company. When you buy a share, you buy a part of the company - its
assets, liabilities and earnings.
The title you hold to your share is evidence of that ownership.
When you buy an option, you do not buy a physical asset. You buy the right to do something - the right to buy the
asset underlying the option contract (in the case of a call), or the right to sell the asset (in the case of a put).
It is not until you exercise your right that you acquire or surrender ownership of the asset itself.
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Transfer of title vs. creation of contract
When a share is traded on ASX, there is a transfer of title between the two parties to the trade.
On settlement, ownership of the share is transferred from the seller to the buyer. Title to the share is recorded on the
share register.
An option trade creates a contract between the buyer and seller. The contract is then registered with ASX Clear Pty
Limited.
Rights and obligations
Following the transfer of title, the seller of the share no longer has an interest, while the buyer holds title to the share.
Both parties to an option trade, however, have ongoing rights or obligations, which continue until the option contract
is closed out, exercised, or expires.
The buyer has the right to exercise the option.
The seller has the obligations imposed by the option contract. These obligations will be discussed in later modules.
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'Taking' and 'writing'
It's useful to know some terms commonly used in the options market.
Buying an option is also described as 'taking' an option. The option buyer may be referred to as the option taker.
Selling an option to open a position is also described as 'writing' (or less commonly, 'granting') an option. The option
seller may be referred to as the option writer or grantor.
Other option terminology will be introduced in subsequent modules.
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Summary

You can use options to:





get leveraged exposure to the market
buy time to decide - but lock in your price today
protect your shares from a fall, or
earn income.

Options are used by:




traders trying to profit
hedgers trying to protect themselves, and
investors trying to earn extra income.

An option gives the buyer the right to do something:



buy shares (call options), or
sell shares (put options).

The option specifies:




the shares you have the right to buy/sell
the price at which you can buy/sell
how long you have this right.

Buying a call implies you have a bullish view on the shares.


When you buy a call, the most you can lose is the premium. The higher the share price rises, the larger your profit.

Option prices used in this module
Practical examples of option strategies are given throughout this module
Option prices used in the examples were calculated using a binomial pricing model.
Unless specified otherwise, prices are based on the following:






Underlying stock price: $10.00
Volatility: 25%
Risk free interest rate: 6%
Days to expiry: 52
The stock does not go ex-dividend during the life of the option

Keeping these assumptions constant in all examples should make it easier to compare the different strategies
presented.
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